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Abstract:
This paper describes a platform for producing giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) with

specified volume and contents, repeatedly, in a controlled environment. GUVs are membrane
systems approximately the size of a cell used to study the function and structure of biological
systems. Actively manipulating the contents of a GUV to determine its function provides many
applications in biochemistry and medicine. However, artificially forming GUVs of monodisperse
size, which can also contain essentially any contents such that they can be manipulated and
studied, is difficult. We designed a system to produce GUVs repeatedly based on methods
found in related literature. The technique involves microfluidic jetting of a desired solution from a
standard syringe through a fitted glass needle using a piezoelectric actuator as the injection
mechanism. Formation of the vesicles via a lipid bilayer and microfluidic jetting is similar to
blowing a bubble on the microscopic scale. The customized components of our set-up include
an infinity chamber where the vesicles are formed, the chamber base fitted to a Nikon Eclipse
TE300 inverted microscope, and a syringe holder. Each of the manufactured components are
relatively robust, cheap, and easily replaceable using designs detailed in this paper. Modeling
the techniques and methods described in the article from Coyne, “Lipid Bilayer Vesicle
Generation Using Microfluidic Jetting” [1], we developed our own stage for use in generating
GUVs at the University of Arizona.

____________________________________________________________________________

Introduction:
Vesicles containing biochemical

compounds have practical applications as
model membrane systems [2], drug transfer
mediums [3], and as cell models to study
cell functions [4], among many other uses.
Artificial formation of GUVs has been
achieved in multiple studies using differing
methods. Some of these methods for
producing GUVs include, “swelling,
extrusion, electroformation, electroinjection,
and reverse evaporation and emulsion,” [1].
However one of the most widely used
techniques involved in producing GUVs,
electroformation, has poor encapsulation
yield and requires a volume so large that it
may impede their use as large molecules
diffuse at slower rates [5]. Microfluidic jetting
techniques have been developed for
generating multiple lipid bilayer vesicles,
approximately 200 μm in size, rapidly and
with relatively high encapsulation efficiency
(>60%) [1]. The encapsulation efficiency is
the amount of the jetted solution that is
confined within the GUV divided by the total
amount of jetted solution. It is used as a
way of describing how efficient the jetting

and vesicle formation process is relative to
the technique that was utilized. Therefore
we are attempting to replicate a system to
form GUVs introduced by Dr. Dan Fletcher’s
group [1, 5, 6] with a significant reduction in
cost.

This technique is relatively simple
and cheap to mimic, yet requires thorough
detail be taken into account on the finished
design such that components can be easily
replaced if lost or damaged. We expected to
be able to generate and image at least one
vesicle using our customized stage. In order
to do so we first had to acquire essential
components, such as the infinity chamber
and accompanying base that secures it to
the microscope, the syringe holder, the
piezo actuator, an X-Y-Z manipulator for
three dimensional control of the syringe,
and the microscope with two dimensional
control of the base and an attached camera
for imaging the vesicles. The functional
requirements are as follows: two
dimensional manipulation of the infinity
chamber, three dimensional manipulation of
the syringe needle, sharp points of
intersection between the infinity chamber
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wells, a watertight seal around the infinity
chamber, microscopic viewing and imaging
of the vesicle generation process, and that
all components are locked in place to avoid
disturbing the bilayer.

Methods & Materials:
The stage design we produced

required that multiple parts be either
fabricated or assembled such as, the infinity
chamber and base (1), the syringe holder
(2), the syringe stand (3), the syringe with
an attached glass needle (4), the
piezoelectric actuator (5), and the
microscope with an attached camera (6).
We employed 2D and 3D design software,
such as AdobeIllustrator, and Fusion 360
from Autodesk, to make the listed custom
components using a 3D printer for the
syringe holder and a laser cutter for the
infinity chamber and base.

(1) Infinity Chamber and Base
The infinity chamber and base were

laser cut from a 5 mm clear acrylic sheet
purchased from Amazon.com (Part #:
GCM-AC-01CL4). We designed the infinity
chamber as well as the base using Adobe
illustrator shown with dimensions in figure 1
below:

Figure 1. The design with dimensions of the
fabricated infinity chamber and base in inches.

The two infinity shaped holes formed
by the intersecting circles are the wells in
which the GUVs are formed. The shape of
the chamber was cut out from the base, so
both pieces were made from a single acrylic
sheet. As shown in figure 1, the distance
between the intersection of the two holes
forming the infinity shaped well is
approximately 0.08 inches or 2 mm. It is
imperative that the gap is narrow and the
points of intersection are sharp to facilitate
the formation of the lipid bilayer across the
empty space. The lipid bilayer formation
process involves first dripping 12-15μL of a
solution of lipids suspended in n-decane
into the middle of the empty infinity shaped
wells, next sequentially adding ~30μL of
water to opposite sides of the well until the
chamber is filled, and finally letting the
bilayer equilibriate for ~1 minute before
attempting to insert the glass needle [1].

We produced these wells using two
methods one being a CNC drill, and the
other being the laser cutter. The first method
involved using only the laser cutter, which
cuts completely through the acrylic sheet. In
this case, to ensure the wells have a sealed
bottom to prevent leaks, an extra piece of
1mm thick acrylic is adhered to the bottom
of the infinity chamber using methylene
chloride as a solvent. Methylene chloride
dissolves acrylic, so applying a small
amount of methylene chloride to the bottom
of the infinity chamber and placing another
piece of acrylic on top, fuses the two pieces
together.
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The second method involved drilling
the 3/16” well holes to a depth of ~4mm.
Leaving behind 1mm of the acrylic sheet to
hold the water. This method removes the
need to adhere another piece of acrylic to
the base of the chamber.

The 1/16” holes on the top and
bottom of the chamber cut through the
center of the 5mm sheet to reach the infinity
shaped well to allow the syringe access to
the chamber from the side. These holes
were produced using a CNC drill, because
the laser cutter is only capable of cutting
completely through the material in two
dimensions. The center of these holes
allowing syringe access should be
positioned in the middle of the intersection
between the holes forming the wells. To
prevent leaking through these 1/16” holes
we cut off some rubber from a balloon and
used gorilla glue to adhere the rubber to the
side of the infinity chamber. To provide the
glass needle access to the infinity chamber,
the rubber sheet was punctured with a 23
gauge needle.

The infinity chamber’s base lacked a
surface for the infinity chamber to sit in, so
we adhered acrylic to the bottom of the
base. This extra piece of 1mm thick, acrylic
was positioned so that it would not get in the
frame when viewing the wells of the infinity
chamber from the bottom through the
microscope as shown in figure 2 below:

Figure 2. Clear infinity chamber base with
additional scrap acrylic to hold the infinity
chamber in place. For reference: the tip of the
red arrow is approximately where the injection
takes place.

(2) Syringe Holder
The syringe holder was 3D printed

from PLA material using an Ultimaker 3, 3D
printer. We designed the syringe holder
such that the syringe and piezo would be
locked in place with the piezo pressing up
against the syringe pump, so that when it
expands solution is ejected from the syringe
into the infinity chamber forming GUVs.
Figure 3 below describes the dimensions
and design of the syringe holder:

Figure 3. Top, side, and rear view of the syringe
holder design including dimensions measured in
mm.

The PLA material is strong enough
to support the weight of the glass syringe
even though it is only screwed in on one
end, provided the holder is printed with
>60% infill. It is designed so that both the
syringe and piezoelectric actuator fit firmly
into the syringe holder, and ensures that
when the syringe is loaded with solution, the
syringe pump is backed up to the edge of
the actuator.
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(3) Syringe Stand
The syringe stand was assembled

from a Jiffy Jack and an X-Y-Z manipulator.
To secure the two parts together, the base
of the manipulator was screwed into the
aluminum surface of the jack. A couple of
screw holes were drilled into a spare piece
of 5mm acrylic sheet to act as a bridge
securing the syringe holder to the top of the
X-Y-Z manipulator.

(4) Syringe with Glass needle
The 100μL syringe was produced by

Hamilton Co. and can be purchased from
Coberts associates labstore (Part #: 80965).
The fitted glass needles were produced in
the lab from 1mm glass capilaries using a
Sutter P-97 pipette puller. We produced
glass needles with less than 100μm
diameter tips through which the solution
would be injected into the chamber.

The glass needles were fitted to the
syringe using pulled glass needle
connectors, compression fittings, produced
by Hamilton Co. (Part #: 55750-01) The
diagram in figure 4 describes the application
of compression fittings for 1mm pulled glass
needles adapted to Hamilton micro-liter
syringes.

Figure 4. Application of compression fittings to
adapt glass needle to Hamilton micro-liter
syringe.

(5) Piezoelectric Acutator
The piezoelectric actuator was

ordered from ThorLabs (Part #: PC4QQ).
The specifications for some actuators
including the one we employed are detailed
in table 1 below from the Thorlabs website:

Table 1. Parameters regarding co-fired
piezoelectric actuators with varying
displacements between 5μm and 20μm. Table
from: ThorLabs.

As shown in table 1, the piezo we
have is rated for 18.0μm expansion with a
recommended preload of less than 400N.

(6) Microscope and Camera
In order to view our glass needle

within the infinity chamber we utilized a
Nikon Eclipse TE300 inverted microscope
with an attached Hamamatsu ImagEM X2
high speed camera capable of producing a
max of 1076 frames per second. This allows
for both viewing and imaging of the GUVs
formed in the infinity chamber.

Results & Discussion:
Over the course of approximately a

month and a half we procured the
components required for the microfluidic
jetting method. These components include
the infinity chamber and accompanying
base, the syringe holder, the piezo actuator,
an X-Y-Z manipulator, and the microscope
with an attached camera. Important
parameters that we focused on controlling in
order to achieve the desired results were:
stabilizing the injection site, full three
dimensional manipulation of the syringe,
two dimensional manipulation of the
chamber, and support for the piezoelectric
actuator. Figure 5 below describes the
arrangement and denotes each of the
components involved in the design:
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Figure 5. (i) Full stage assembly complete with
component labels. (ii) A closer view of the infinity
chamber and base, the syringe, piezo and
holder aligned for injection.

(1) Infinity Chamber and Base
When comparing the results of the

two techniques used to produce the wells of
the infinity chamber, it appears that more
defined cuts were made with the CNC drill
causing the points of intersection to be more
ridgid. The difference between the wells’
points of intersection are shown in figure 6
below:

Figure 6. Points of intersection where the lipid
bilayer is formed. (Left) formed using the laser
cutter. (Right) formed using a 3/16” CNC drill.
Image produced using Hamamatsu ImagEM X2.

However, viewing the syringe
through the base of the chamber with the
microscope was significantly more clear
when the wells were produced with the laser
cutter compared to the view when produced
with the CNC drill.

Figure 7. Glass needle viewed through the
bottom of the Infinity chamber wells formed with
a laser cutter (left) and a CNC 3/18” drill (Right).
Image produced using Hamamatsu ImagEM X2.

The vesicle formation requires that
the lipid bilayer can be formed uniformly
across the gap between the points of
intersection as described in the diagram
below:

Figure 8. (Top) Figure describing the vesicle
generation on the microscopic scale. (Bottom)
depicts a zoomed in view of the bilayer
formation. Image from [1]

As shown in figure 8 the lipid bilayer
forms like a zipper along the points of
intersection. Because the formation of the
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lipid bilayer is essential to the success of
this technique, it is more important that the
points of intersection are sharp and ridgid
than having a clear view of the vesicle
generation process. Therefore, the infinity
chamber formed with the CNC drill is most
suitable for forming vesicles.

The base of the infinity chamber is
designed to be secured to the microscope
base by screwing it in via the 0.1575” holes
on the corners. This ensures that the
chamber is locked in place during the jetting
process, and that the glass needle attached
to the syringe will not break if the
microscope is jostled. The infinity chamber
base is secured into the microscope firmly
and the infinity chamber is locked in place
as shown in figure 9 below:

Figure 9. Infinity chamber locked in its base
secured to the microscope base via screws with
washers for additional height.

(2) Syringe Holder
The syringe holder was designed to

secure the syringe aligned with the
piezoelectric actuator to the X-Y-Z
manipulator. This not only allows the syringe
to be held steady during the injection
process, but also applies the three
dimensional maneuverability of the
manipulator to the syringe. Thus allowing for
a controlled injection process. The results of
the syringe holder were positive, although it
has not been used in trial yet. Manipulation
of the syringe is precise, and the apparatus
is securely locked in place. A diagram of the

syringe holder primed for injection is shown
in figure 10 below:

Figure 10. 3D printed syringe holder positioned
to inject. The important components such as the
anchor points, and locations of both the syringe
and piezoelectric actuator are denoted in the
figure.

(3) Syringe Stand
Securing the syringe holder to the

syringe stand produces a crane-like system
that allows the syringe to hover just above
the microscope base, simultaneously
providing control of the syringe in 3
dimensions with the X-Y-Z manipulator.
Figure 11 below displays the complete
syringe stand with the attached syringe
holder:

Figure 11. Assembled syringe stand with X-Y-Z
manipulation including the attached syringe
holder.
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The results of the syringe stand
were successful, as it was capable of
achieving the necessary height required for
injection without constraint. The X-Y-Z
manipulator bolted to the Jiffy Jack was
sturdy. The movement of the X-Y-Z
manipulator is not impeded by the
microscope base allowing for free and
controlled maneuvers of the syringe as
predicted.

(4) Syringe with Glass needle
When forming GUVs with

microfluidic jetting, the diameter of the jetted
solution has a large impact on the size of
the vesicles that are generated. The
process of producing vesicles is similar to
blowing bubbles as shown in figure 12:

Figure 12. (Left) Vesicle formation as imaged by
Stachowiak [1]. Scale bar: 100μm, (Right) Glass
needle on approach to the infinity chamber.

In order to achieve a smooth thin jet
of solution the glass needles were pulled
using a Sutter P-97 pipette puller as
described in the methods section. The
alignment of the syringe to the infinity
chamber, the precise maneuverability, and
the successful fitting of the glass needle to
the syringe provide promise for future
injection trials. It is possible that the needle
tip diameter is too large to successfully
produce vesicles. However, more needles
can be easily produced using the pipette
puller with parameters that ensure the tips
have a diameter smaller than 100μm.

(5) Piezoelectric Actuator
A piezoelectric actuator is a type of

transducer that converts electrical energy
into a physical displacement and vice versa
[6]. Essentially, these kinds of actuators
increase in size when a voltage is applied
and will produce a voltage if compressed.
For this reason they are commonly used as
force and acceleration detectors. However,
the technique we are following involves
applying a measured voltage to the
piezoelectric actuator, causing it to expand,
pushing the syringe pump, and thus
injecting the syringe solution into the infinity
chamber through the lipid bilayer with an
adequate amount of force required to form a
vesicle.

The methods provided in the article
from Coyne [1] that we attempted to mimic
showed decent results with a piezoelectric
actuator rated for a displacement of 13.9μm.
Although we haven’t yet tested the
microfluidic jetting process, the actuator we
have acquired is rated for a displacement of
~18μm according to table 1. Therefore, it
should be sufficient to supply the necessary
force and displacement required to generate
vesicles ~200μm in diameter as shown in
figure 12, similar to those described in
referenced literature [6].

(6) Microscope and Camera
It is important that the microscope

allows for proper visualization of the glass
needle on approach and within the infinity
chamber.
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Figure 13. Broken glass needle (for display
only) approaching the 1/16” diameter hole in the
side of the infinity chamber. Image produced
using Hamamatsu ImagEM X2.

Figure 13 demonstrates the efficacy
of the microscope when attempting to view
the needle through the camera. The camera
is capable of imaging up to ~70 frames per
second with full resolution, and a maximum
of 1076 frames per second with minimal
resolution. The high speed camera
capabilities would prove useful when
attempting to image the generation of the
GUVs; however, the microfluidic generation
process is not the focus of our lab group.

Future Steps:
The stage is set to attempt trials of

generating GUVs and all of the components
involved are easily recoverable. The next
steps involved in proving whether or not our
established methods are effective are as
follows: (i) we must attempt initial trials, (ii)
establish essential piezoelectric actuator
parameters, and (iii) successfully produce
multiple GUVs.

After we prove repeated success of
producing GUVs in the current infinity
chamber design, we can further optimize
the design to allow for more attempts to be
achieved before the entire chamber needs

to be cleaned. For example, if we slightly
altered the design to increase the number of
wells on both sides of the infinity chamber,
then we could attempt more than two trials
in succession. In this case even if an
attempt is unsuccessful, the amount of time
lost between trials is ultimately reduced.
Also, if an infinity chamber contains multiple
wells in which GUVs are successfully
produced, a larger variety of GUVs can be
contained and studied with a single infinity
chamber.

Lastly, many biomolecules do not
have characteristics that make them easily
identifiable in vivo. The overarching goal of
our group is to develop a way to identify
these otherwise hidden biomolecules. First,
we must isolate the desired building block
molecules necessary to form the proteins of
interest. Next, use the platform described in
this paper to form GUVs using these
building block molecules. Then, remove a
patch from a GUV carrying a receptor for a
molecule the lab wishes to study or identify.
Theoretically, we can then use the pipette
containing the patch of the artificial cell as a
probe to locate the molecule of interest. If
successful this could provide new ways to
identify otherwise hidden biological
molecules. So, when GUVs can be
successfully produced repeatedly with the
desired contents using the customized
stage, then we will pass the produced
vesicles containing the desired building
block molecules for the lab to use in the
proceeding research.
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5mm Clear acrylic sheet link and natural rubber sheet links:
Genmitsu CNC Materials Acrylic Sheet, Transparent, 4Pcs
180 x 100 x 5 mm, Ideal for CNC Engraving, Cutting, Milling,
DIY Crafts
33-014-062-012-012 Pure Gum Rubber, 40A Durometer,
Smooth Finish, No Backing, 0.062" Thickness, 12" Width,
12" Length, Tan

Sryinge and pulled glass needle connector links:
1705RNR 50ul SYR (22s/2"/3)
Pulled Glass Needles and PEEK Tubing Connectors

Piezoelectric actuator link:
Co-Fired Piezoelectric Actuators, 4.6 µm to 20.0 µm Travel

Microscope and camera links:
Eclipse TE300 Inverted Microscope
ImagEM X2 EM-CCD camera C9100-23B
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